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SSC Class 8 
 

SSC DVD 4 Counter Time: 00:00 – 01:15 

 
Questions and Answers 

 
 

1. In the “Heliographic Re-programming Technique,” where is the corrected 
personal Merkabic Density Disc finally anchored? 
• The personal Universal Flame Body (at Density-6). 
 

2. Is the technique “Awakening the Le-TeU-A Lens” for co-creative manifestation 
considered to be an advanced or entry-level technique? 
• Entry level. 
 

3. In the “Awakening the Le-TeU-A Lens”  technique, does the copper “lens” in 
the Le-TeU-A begin to spin clockwise or counterclockwise in the pineal gland 
after the final burst of Heliotalic current has been exhaled into it from the 
AzurA? 
• Clockwise. 
 

4. In the “Awakening the Le-TeU-A Lens” technique, is feeling an emotional 
connection to your desired outcome considered to be more important or less 
important than visualization of the outcome? 
• More important. 
 

5. In the “Awakening the Le-TeU-A Lens”  technique, what is the name of the pale 
silver cup at Earth Core that is the point of planetary manifestation seed 
embedding, and which receives the Le-TeU-A sphere for manifesting the desired 
outcome? 
• The (planetary) Mahadra. 
 

6. What is the primary purpose of the “Sowing the Vision Seed” exercise? What is 
it trying to achieve in this Veca Universe?  
• Co-evolutionary peace. 
 

7. What is the goal, the result, and the reward of activating your Eckasha-level 
Merkaba?  
• Flame Body activation. 
 

8. We are told that the Density Radial Bodies are composed of Reion, Trion, 
Meajhon and Eiron frequencies. What happens when these frequencies activate? 
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• The frequencies de-polarize, allowing the repulsion zone around the separated 
Density Levels to de-polarize, allowing Densities to combine.  

 
9. (a) How many cells are there in a natural Christos Seed Atom? (b) How many of 

these cells are in the Particle Universe and how many in the Anti-Particle 
Universe?  (c) What is the total number of cells that Metatronic Science claims 
are in a Seed Atom? 
• (a) 15 cells    (b) 7 cells in each universe  (c) 7 cells 
 

10. Accessing the Eckasha level of the “Stairway to Heaven” from our Ecka-Veca 
Universe  requires activation of the Eckasha Merkaba, achieved through first 
merging the Merkabas of our PCM (Particle) and PKA (Anti-Particle) 
Universes, and then merging this combined Merkaba with the counterpart 
combined Merkabas of the PCM Primal Light Field and the PKA Primal Light 
Field.  What is the name given to (a) the two individual combined Merkabas of 
the PCM  and PKA universes, and (b) the fully combined Merkaba of the 
Eckasha Universe?  
• (a) Double Bi-Veca Merkaba  (b) Tri-Veca Merkaba 
 

11. Human society operates on certain principles expressed as belief systems (or 
“overlays”) which presently are tied to underlying control agendas. Is the 
dominant model of society as currently practiced on Earth characterized as the 
“Pleiadian” model or the “Lyran-Sirian” model? 
• Pleiadian model. 
 

12. Does the Radial Body run “inside” or “outside” of the Hova Body? 
• Outside. 

 
 

Vocabulary 
 
 
1. Merkaba:  
Counter-rotating spirals of inter-dimensional electromagnetic energy in star-tetrahedron 
form that enable biological inter-dimensional travel and ascension. 
 
2. Flame Body:  
Flame Body is the natural flame-like shape that Radial Body capsules take on when they 
activate and de-polarize in the process of merger with the Radial Body capsule in the next 
Density. Progressive de-polarization of the 5 Hova Bodies and Radial Bodies allows a 
being to ascend out of the 15-Dimensional Veca Universe and into the Ecka 1st Lower 
God World. The term also refers to the natural shape and structure of the Ecka, Eckasha, 
EckashA, Eckasha Aah, and Eukatharista Eternal Flame Bodies. 
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3. Metatronic Code: 
The “Metatronic Code” is a contrived, permanent, irreplaceable mathematical shield 
template mutation that allows Black Hole races to create a “living dead” electrostatic, 
artificial-life, inverted matrix through which they can postpone the inevitable implosion 
of their systems by forcefully draining the life force energies from, and assimilating the 
life force energies of, living Time Matrix systems.   
 
4. Monad: 
The Monad Identity is the portion of the multi-dimensional mind that corresponds to the 
8th Dimension and the God Seed, the center of the Oversoul Matrix and the Betcha Hova 
Body. 
 
5. Krystallah (Chrystallah): 
The framework of manifest creation begins with God-Source downstepping within itself 
the Divine Cosmic Trinity of the first ManU, ManA, and EirA  Eternal Force 
Consciousness Fields to form the Yunasai “Living Cosmic Thought Crystal” within 
which all things manifest. Within the ManU force field the ManA and EirA each create a 
Kathara Grid formed upon 12 specific points of attention expressed as 12 standing points 
of vibration. The ManA Kathara Grid is called the Krist (or Christos), meaning “God 
expresses,” and the EirA Kathara Grid is called the Krystallah (or Chrystallah), meaning 
“God intends.” 
 
6. Radial Body: 
The personal Radial Body or Trion-Meajhe Field is composed of 5 Hova Body capsules 
that manifest as electromagnetic barriers or “frequency” fences between each 3-
dimensional level of the multidimensional identity. Formed through the perpetual spin of 
the counter-rotating electromagnetic currents of the Merkaba Field, the Radial Body is a 
perfectly balanced spinning electromagnetic force field in the shape of an elliptical sphere 
(called a “Form Constant”), which forms the projection screen for the creation of our 
“holographic experience,” the living theater within which the consciousness held in our 
DNA and entire energetic structure can be experienced as a 3-D hologram. 
 
7. Flame of Amoraea: 
The Flame of Amoraea is the original spark of continuous consciousness with which 
Source continually imbues the Eckasha A’ah level, the original top level of Creation. It 
carries Eternal Life consciousness and frequency that circulates into the Creation 
structures. 
 
8. Hova Body: 
The word “Hova” means a Triadic Harmonic Light (scalar wave) Sound (tonal 
frequency) Grid (morpohogenetic Partiki Grid). Hova Bodies are vibrating tri-tonal grids 
of light, sound, electromagnetic and scalar waves that form the morphogenetic 
field/Crystal Body of multidimensional human anatomy, and serve to house the 
individuated stations of consciousness within dimensionalization.  
 
9. Miasms: 
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Miasms are morphogenetic crystallizations of PartikA (electro-tonal units of 
consciousness that form the base for anti-particles) caused by the collection of lower-
vibrating , disharmonic thought patterns. (Thoughts create morphogenetic templates 
within the morphogenetic field of the body and consciousness.) Miasms manifest within 
the particle structure of the Hova Bodies as electrically charged anti-particles, which 
block the natural functions of Hova Body merger, Merkaba Vehicle formation and 
Dimensional Ascension.   
 
10. Scalar Waves: 
A Scalar wave is a multidimensional standing wave pattern that emanates out of a fixed 
point of sound-tonal vibration within the morphogenetic field of the Unified Field of 
energy. 
 
 

Multiple Choice 
 
 
1. In the “Heliographic Re-programming Technique” for restoring correct Kristiac 

gender polarity flow to Monadic and Density-2 Merkabic function, what is the 
correct direction of rotation for Monadic Scalar Shield in the AzurA for 
FEMALES? 
(a) Clockwise. 
(b) Counter-clockwise. 
(c) Static. 
(d) Varies, depending on the level of Maharic Shield activation. 

 
2. In resetting the circumference of the vertical Merkabic Disc in the second stage 

of the “Heliographic Re-Programming Technique,” the circumference of the disc 
passes through the _______.  
(a) Rajhna and Earth Core (Chakra 13)  
(b) AzurA and the Maharic Shield 
(c) The Pineal and the Tail Bone 
(d) None of these   

 
3. In the “Awakening the Le-TeU-A” for manifestation technique, the copper 

colored Le-TeU-A lens is initially found at the center of the ________. 
(a) Pineal Gland 
(b) AzurA 
(c) Tailbone 
(d) Earth Core  

 
4. In the “Awakening the Le-TeU-A” technique, where is the planetary point for 

embedding the thought seed to achieve manifestation? 
(a) Chakra 15. 
(b) The Mahadra. 
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(c) The Adhrana. 
(d) Tara. 

 
5. The “Metatronic Code” is a particular mathematical formula that _________.  

(a) heals distortions and allows Primal Life Force currents to flow correctly into the 
planetary Kathara Grid  

(b) creates Black Hole Merkaba vehicles 
(c) allows the particle and anti-particle bodies of  incarnates to merge for Star Gate 

passage 
(d)  None of these. 

 
6. The personal “Monad,” which is the common point upon which all the 

embedded Kathara Grids are centered, is found at the ______. 
(a) Rajhna 
(b) AzurA 
(c) E-Umbi 
(d) Tailbone 

 
7. The Krystallah is primarily the core template for the _______. 

(a) Monad 
(b) Density Kathara Grid 
(c) Etheric Body 
(d) The planet 

 
8. In a PCM Christiac Merkaba, the 21 2/3  frequency difference between the  33 

1/3 spin of the top electrical spiral and the 11 2/3 spin of the bottom magnetic 
spiral (which is potentially available for manifestation), is called a _________. 
(a) Parameter field 
(b) Actual field 
(c) Differential field 
(d) Auric field 

 
9. Built upon Kathara Grids, Merkaba Fields will naturally create concentric 

spheres of energy inside the Radial Body. Within a Radial Body, what is the 
correct organic sequence for the concentric spheres (moving from inside out)? 
(a) Reion / Trion / Meajhe. 
(b) Meajhe / Trion / Reion. 
(c) Trion / Meajhe / Reion. 
(d)  None of these. 

 
10. The “Manifestation-Transduction Sequence” demonstrates the series of steps 

that Primal Life Force Currents go through to manifest in external Space-Time 
Matter. Which of the following parts of the detailed step sequences are correct?  
(a) Kathara Grid-Partiki-Particum  → Maharic Shield Divine Blueprint  → Planetary 

Merkaba Field Partiki 
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(b) Strong and Weak Nuclear Force → into Electromagnetism → Quarks, Muons, 
Measons, Sub Atomic and Atomic Particles and Anti-Particles-Meridian Lines  

(c) The Trion-Meajhe Field 5 Radial Body levels  → Radis Lines → Mion & Dion 
Ionic Particulates 

(d)  Hova Bodies → Auric Fields → Chakras →Meridian Lines → Trion-Meajhe 
Field 5 Radial Body levels → Maharic Shield Divine Blueprint 

 
11. The “Manifestation-Transduction Sequence” shows how the Planetary Merkaba 

Fields spiral energy into the Planetary Axiom Template, which consists of Axi-A-
, Axi-B-, and Axi-C-Tonal Lines. In which direction do the Axi-A-Tonal Lines 
run?  
(a) Vertically (north to south). 
(b) Horizontally (east to west). 
(c) From the Particle to the Anti-Particle Universe. 
(d)  On the diagonal. 

 
12. To transmute our bodies from one Density level to the next we need to open the 

Veca Density Locks between the Radial Body levels. Which of the following is 
not a Density lock? 
(a) E-Umbi. 
(b) AzurA. 
(c) Rajhna. 
(d) Tailbone. 

 
Multiple Choice Answers:  
1. A,  2. C,  3. A,  4. B,  5 . B ,  6.B ,  7.A ,  8.C ,  9. B ,  10. C ,  11. A ,  12. D. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The dynamics of the emerging MCEO materials involve the reality that the detailed understanding of major 
topics is under continuous development; therefore, the contents, and level of detail herein, are as advanced 
as possible UP TO the date of the workshop recording. 
 


